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Bernd Belina: Money capital in search of a safe haven. Theory and politico-economic base
of the current housing crisis in Germany. The housing question is back on the agenda in Germany. House rents in urban areas in particular, where the vast majority of habitants are renters, are on the rise since the outbreak of the global financial and economic crisis in 2007/08.
The first part of the article articles discusses David Harvey’s notion of the secondary circuit
of capital in order to provide a politico-economic theory for a better understanding of the
economic base of these processes. Harvey’s central argument is that the flow of money capital
in search of investment opportunities is “switched” into the sphere of real estate in times of
overaccumulation. The second part of the article provides empirical data on construction activities, buying and selling of built environment and the development of land prices, including
speculation, in Germany that all point in the same direction: the secondary circuit is gaining
in importance in the past ten years. Further, the data shows the geographical unevenness of
these processes, as most activities are located in major cities.
Knut Unger: The factory of renting. Financialization and industrialization of the corporate housing business. The article describes the development of large listed landlords in Germany (like Vonovia SE) as a specific form of the financialization of housing. Since the end of
the 1990s, large stocks of the fordistic and state-socialist housing infrastructures in Germany
were sold to Private Equity Funds. After the German recovery from the global financial crisis
the fund managers organized the exists through public offerings. Since then a heavy concentration process has taken place that reaches transnational dimensions. The author proposes
to call this process “financialized industrialization of corporate housing business”. Integrated
into global financial markets and using IT, the public listed real estate companies subjugate
trade, facilitation, management, renting and production of housing to standardized financial
calculations and automated processes. However, the “real subsumption” of tenants to real estate capital also gives rise to social protests and reclaims.
Barbara Schönig: Exceptional segment. Form and function of social housing after welfare
state transformation. Going along with the end of the “golden age” of the welfare state, the
fordist paradigm of social housing has been considerably transformed. From the 1980s onwards, a new paradigm of social housing has been shaped in Germany in terms of provision,
institutional organization and design. This transformation can be interpreted as a result of
the interplay between the transformation of national welfare state and housing policies, the
implementation of entrepreneurial urban policies and a shift in architectural and urban development models. Using an integrated approach to understand form and function of social
housing, the paper characterizes the new paradigm established and nevertheless interprets it
within the continuity of the specific German welfare resp. housing regime, the “German social
housing market economy”.
Lisa Vollmer and Justin Kadi: Post-neoliberal shift or selective pacification measures?
Housing policies in the crisis of neoliberalism in Berlin and Vienna. Against the backdrop
of rising housing problems and protests, the comparative paper asks to what extent a paradigmatic shift in housing policies towards greater decommodification of housing has been initiated in Berlin and Vienna. Recent housing policies in both cities are discussed and evaluated
with reference to the emerging debate about post-neoliberalism in housing.
Jonathan Diesselhorst: The ‘Berliner Mietenvolksentscheid’ as a condensation of changed
relationship of forces. This article discusses the struggles of urban social movements for a
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de-neoliberalisation of housing policies in Poulantzian terms as a “condensation of the relationship of forces”. Drawing on an empirical analysis of the “Berliner Mietenvolksentscheid”
(Berlin rent referendum), which was partially successful in forcing the city government of Berlin to adopt a more progressive housing policy, the article argues that urban social movements
have the capacity to challenge neoliberal housing regimes. However, the specific materiality of
the state apparatus and its strategic selectivity both limit the scope of intervention for social
movements aiming at empowerment and non-hierarchical decision-making.
Jenny Künkel: The urban production of „poverty migration“. Social struggles for precarious housing in Frankfurt am Main. In 2013 the spectre of „benefit tourism” entered the
German urban agenda as a “poverty migration” discourse. The paper shows how the local
state itself creates the scandalized precarious living conditions of EU migrants. Drawing on
an interview-based case study of the homelessness politics in Frankfurt am Main it points to
a logic of reverse inter-urban competition that aims at deterring „costly“ subjects: By limiting migrants’ access to social benefits and infrastructures such as homeless shelters, cities
try to present themselves as bad benefit tourism destinations. Social movements contest the
exclusionary politics that produce homelessness and cramped housing. Yet, while successfully
putting the topic on the agenda, in Frankfurt, the rights-based approach, demanding shelter
for everybody, failed to challenge the city’s legal discourse dividing migrants into il /legal and
benefit un /entitled subjects.
Ingo Stützle: The limit of value theory. Political economy of the absolute rent and Marx’
critique. Not only Marx found the “theory of the ground rent” a hard nut to crack. The political-economic and urban sociological debates also find it a challenge - or simply assume
that the ground rent is a monopoly price without giving an account of what this means for
Marx’s project of critique of political economy. The so-called differential pension is still unproblematic and goes back to David Ricardo. On the other hand, the so-called absolute rent,
with which Marx wanted to theoretically distance himself from Ricardo, is problematic and
untenable. The article discusses three essential points of criticism of the concept and what it
means conceptually and politically for Marxian value theory when it reaches its limits on the
topic of the absolute rent.
Inga Jensen and Sebastian Schipper: Beyond Swabian Spätzle-manufactures and trendy
pubs – the political economy of gentrification. Within public discourse, many journalists
and other opinion makers often blame students, artists and hipsters as driving forces behind
the displacement of working class households. Contrary to these popular explanation patterns, the essay argues that gentrification is a class struggle between those at risk of displacement and the agents of capital. To understand this struggle and the deeper causes of gentrification, critical urban studies offer a range of much more conclusive theoretical approaches and
concepts – such as the rent gap theory, David Harvey’s urban political economy, and the neoliberalization of housing provision – to explain displacement processes, to reveal the fundamental social power relations, and to suggest strategies for resistance and political alternatives.
Henrik Lebuhn: Urban citizenship ‘light’: Migration and diversity in the neoliberal city.
In recent years, the concept of ‘urban citizenship’ has become an important reference for cities
and municipalities positioning themselves in the context of the European border and migration regime. However, the reference often falls short. Especially in the case of urban policies
focusing on ‘diversity’, the affinity to neoliberal ideas of citizenship is noticeable. The article
analyses the European ‘Intercultural Cities Programme’ (ICC), in which more than 100 cities participate, as an example for this trend. Here, the meaning of citizenship is being shifted
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towards a ‘right to difference’; migration appears as a resource for inter-urban competition.
Other dimensions of citizenship are barely touched on and problems of social inequality seem
at best secondary.
Philipp Mattern: Is there a threat of a new substandard? Or: What happens if the housing
shortage is not remedied? The growing lack of housing supply includes the risk that a new
type of substandard housing emerges in Germany. The decrease of flats’ size and quality as well
as architectural standard is a threatening way to build „affordable“ future homes for those,
who fall through the cracks of the current housing market. Due to the limited welfare states
engagement on the one hand and private capitalist activity on the other hand, we are currently
witnessing a trend to develop second class houses, mostly for students and refugee accomodations. If the housing supply crisis will not be solved, this new substandard will extend to larger
parts of the housing market.
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